
Message from CEO 
 
 
 
HSTC delivered solid results and significant increases during 
one of the most challenging years in recent memory. HSTC 
believes in an innovation environment where excellence is 
expected. So our performance reflected the capabilities of 
people throughout our company. We have had many 
opportunities to stretch and learn while competing on a rapidly 
changing world stage. 

 

HSTC playing a vital role to develop technology sector in Bangladesh. It gives me immense 
pleasure that high tech creating employment and export opportunities. Bangladesh is facilitating 
investments by creating investor friendly environment, providing speedy clearances and developing   
reliable infrastructure. Bangladesh is also encouraging a p p l i c a t i o n  of IT in Government 
offices to bring about efficiency, transparency and to improve the delivery of public services. 
Bangladesh is capitalizing on the current IT evolution and has already secured place on the IT 
export map of the south-east Asia. This country is all set to become the leading "Technology 
Destination" of the east. 

 

Government of Bangladesh has adopted multifaceted approach to provide best of the 
infrastructure, simplification of rules and regulations governing industry, efficient institutional 
mechanism and incentives to the Industry to promote convergence of Information Technology with 
frontier technologies like Nanotechnology, Bio-Technology, Mobile apps, Chip  Manufacturing,  e-
Portal, Communication Technology, Robotics, Automations etc. as well as flexibility for setting up 
Technology Parks & IT Villages. HSTC have a clear direction for the Vision 2021. Despite current 
headwinds, we are excited about the possibilities we see for growth in developing markets and for a 
new era of sustainable mobility. Growth and trust are much more than business plan themes; they 
are essential imperatives on which HSTC's future. 

 

We expanded our unique business services which combine our capabilities across management 
consulting, mining and mineral technology, EPC and business process outsourcing. Finally, I would 
like to congratulate all of customer & business partner of HSTC in boosting Energy, Telecom, 
IT and ITES sector in Bangladesh. I invite overseas entrepreneurs to make investments with HSTC 
to ensure work together and continue to sustainable growth.  
 
Wishing the success & prosperity for everyone! 
 

 

Sincerely, 
 
 

 

M.Shoeb Chowdhury  
President & CEO  
HSTC Limited 


